
Transporting horses in Denmark 

 
Lately there has been a debate in Sweden, primarily on social media focusing on the rules on transporting horses to Denmark and 

consequently the risk for the transporter, if the rules are violated. After consulting with SEGES, the center of knowledge and 

working partner with the Danish authorities, please find below a short clarification of the main questions. 

 

1. Are the rules in Sweden and Denmark different? 

a. The answer is a clear no. Sweden and Denmark are both obligated to structure their transport laws according to 

the same EU-directives. 

b. This means that the law separates between private horse owners and professionals. 

 

2. Private horse owners 

a. If you are a private horse owner and not a professional, you do not need neither certificates nor authorisations. 

What you need is the equine passports of the transported horses and depending on where you plan to go with 

your horse a potential vet-check of the horse(s). 

 

3. Professionals 

a. This group includes trainers, professional breeders, transport companies etc. 

b. If you are a professional, you need to have a competence license and you also need to have a transport 

authorization. The authorization is connected to the transport vehicle you are using (trailer, truck etc.) You 

furthermore are requested to before departure to write down your travel plan to show the police if asked for. 

 

4. How to separate between private/amateurs and professionals 

a. If you live from being a trainer, breeder or transporter of horses, you are regarded as a professional. Even if it is 

not a full time job. If your business is organized in a company with an official registration number, you for sure 

will be regarded as professional. 

b. If you like most people have a couple of horses, and you go with them to horse shows you are not regarded as 

professional. Also, not if you bring a friend’s horse to a show together with your own. And even not if you were 

breeding a foal or your stallion bred a foal with another mare than yours. If you advertise though, you are 

regarded as professional. 

 

5. The grey areas of prize money etc. 

a. Riders who travel around winning big money at major horse shows are regarded as professionals. That is how all 

the rumors about FEI shows occur. When we are talking thousands of DKK/SEK in profit on a show you tend to be 

professional. If you most of the time just win a little and normally still pay more in entry fees than you win, you 

are not. 

b. It is common sense not to brag on you and your horses winning potential. If you after a show season can see you 

accumulated earned money on showing, you will have to admit your status. In most cases the private horse owner 

is not a professional. 

 

6. Police enforcement and court cases 

a. You can in both countries meet police who are very keen on hawkish interpretation of the law. We have seen 

that in Denmark too. There is however a reasonable precedence in court cases that there must be a fair coherence 

between a violation and the magnitude of potential fines. 

b. If you only have a messy management or lack of your needed documentation and the transported horse(s) did 

not suffer because of that, you should not accept heavy fines, since this would be out of proportions. If on the 

other hand you transport your horse in an unreasonable way you should be heavy fined. 

 

In conclusion there are no differences in transporting horses in Sweden and Denmark. The laws are the same. If you violate the laws 

and against expectations are met with fines of unproportionally magnitude, please don’t hesitate to contact me in stead of just 

accepting and paying the fine. I will then facilitate a contact to SEGES who can help. Welcome to transporting and  

showing in Denmark! 

 

Poul Haukrog Møller 


